
CLUES
Across
 1 Attempt, say, to use line, getting more twisted (8)
 5 Accepted anguish of spirit (6)
 9 Big returns on international figure (8)
 10 Well-oiled automaton, excessively lacking in love (6)
 11 Casual assessment of former partner (4-4)
 12 Wear down disagreeable trait (6)
 13 Combination of clashing sounds is very much part of 

performance art (10)
 18 Suffered with lungs — said to be nemesis of rabbits (10)
 22 Source of money conceals newspaper’s backing for 

African writer (6)
 23 Marginal movement after reorganisation (8)
 24 Ignoring regular indications in diagnosis is concerning, 

principally relating to part of the eye (8)
 25 Daniel’s no stranger here (5,3)
 26 Where vehicle may be left in gear a long time (6)
 27 Taking on union ringleader, dismissed  (8)

Instructions
Six solutions are related; their clues are normal but the 
definitions in their clues have been swapped around. 
A further six clues lack any definition, but these are to be 
found as one of the solutions to the first six. With eight other 
solutions, a single letter from one of the original six must 
be added to the wordplay in their clues. With the remaining 
eight solutions, a single letter from the original six must be 
removed from their wordplay.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 BST on Saturday 31 August. 
You need to register once and then sign in to 
theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a £100 
monthly prize.
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Down
 1 Therapy starts with doctor in operation (6)
 2 Assured of success with diplomacy (6)
 3 Almost nothing is resolved (4,2)
 4 Permeating in general with irony — very ‘in’ (9)
 6 Former German currency rises on bank warning (8)
 7 Linking fabricated tale with criminal bloc (8)
 8 Maybe granny goes on stage (8)
 14 Perhaps earth slab illuminated within (9)
 15 If things are not as they should be (8)
 16 Built in African city, providing setting for library’s 
          foundation (8)
 17 Perhaps taking in drink, leading to foolish grin with 
  time (8)
 19 Coffee perhaps produced in French former Asian 
            protectorate (6)
 20 Beauty spot found by search engine covering several 

outlying parts of Delhi (6)
 21 With a final twist, encourage to drink (6)


